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A Second Wind for

ATHENA
The Experiment
Scheduled to Finish in 1988 is in.
Some Ways Just Beginning
IlY SIMSUN L. GAI{HNKEL, '87

.When

M.LT. announced the

tor, Professor Steven Lerman, '72, ready

speed and compact size, these machines

launch of Project Athena in the
spring of 1983, it was dearly labeled an experimental undertaking. Digital Equipment Corp. ami IBM wuuld
provide $50 million in hardware, maintenance, and expertise; M.LT. would provide faculty, students, technical staff, and
$20 million in development support.
Together they would find out if a network

to steer the project through its three-year

would have exceptional graphics, able to
display whole pages of textbooks, complete with equations and drawings.

extension. This seems like a logical time

to bring alumni and alumnae up to date.
In d ~I;!l"ie:, of a1"lide~ beginnine; here and
continuing in future editions of Technolo~

work.:;tation~

were

gy Review, Simson L. Garfinkel, '87, will
report on what faculty, students, Athena
stall, and M.l.T:s industrial partners have
to say about the project.

of high-performance computer worksta-

puters as time-sharing machines. Phase I

tions could be used to help undergraduates learn better.
That was an ambitious enough project,
even for so impressive an alliance. But the

n 1983, there

also called for 500 experimental workstations from IBM. Terminal rooms called
clusters-that would later house
workstations-were carved out of every
possible space. This set-up gave students
and software developers a feel for how the

'111PFltion

fir~t r(1~f>rl

I

didn't compare to the

questions that were actually confronted:
Could one campus system serve the needs
of everyone from aeronautical engineers

were primarily

two kinds of
computers at M.I.T.:

new computer environment would even~

mainframe "timesharing" machines,

tually operate.

and a growing number of desktop

VAXes and the experimental IBM
machines would be replaced with work-

microcomputers,
~ud\ dS the mM PC

stations, was originally supposed to commence in August 1985, Lerman says.

complishing that? How do you administer
a system that indudes 5,000 user accounts
on 1,000 workstations, plus file servers,

and the Apple Macintosh, that often

Instead, delays ill hardware and softwal)'
held it off until 1987,

featured interactive

printers, and oodles at special-function

graphiCS but lacked
the power required

Athena's mission was always to develop
educational software that would be used

to students of Spanish? Could incompilt
ible products from two or more vendors

be integrated into a single system so that
the differences were irrelevant to users? If
SUI what was the pcaLtiLdl t;tr4lt;:gy £Ul

•

Because the fabled

not available in 1983, Project Athena was
broken into two discrete phases. During
the first phase, says Lerman, Athena built
a campus-wIde fIber-optIc network and
operated 63 Digital VAX 111750 minicom-

dL~

hardware and special-purpose software
seeping in at the sides? For that matter,
how do you manage the logistics of just
getting 1,000 workstations out of the boxes and running?

!

for large numerical calculations.
Project Athena envisioned using a new

kind of compoter-a "workstation''-with
the power of a time-sharing machine on

In July, Professor Earll M. Murman took

a desktop, completely at the disposal of

TPlnl'< from Athpn;.l'~ fmlnding dirpr~

one user at a time. In addition to high

lip thp

Phase II, in which the time-sharing

SIMSON GARFINKEL, '87, a freelance journalist based in Somerville, Mass., worked Of1
the Chemistry Department's Athena Project.
He holds a master's degree in journalism from
Columbia University.
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~ sees IBM's grant to Athena.
"The X-Window System has been very
I valuable to us, Because of our close work
ing relationship with Athena, we were
able to ship the first commercial release of
XII [an advanced version of XI on the mar-

I

kt!'lplctLt!'," ::;ht: add:;, Ne.'\l yetl1, Sdllz.er

says, X-in conjunction "vith IBM's own
version of the Unix operating system-will
be available on the'ful11ine of IBM's mainframe computers,
Digital, meanwhile, has incorporated
the X~Window System, which it calls DEC
\Vindows, into its entire line of VAX
products. Some sources inside DEC say
privately that the development of the window system alone was worth DEC's dona~
lion to M.I.T.
So far, however, the impressive techni~
cal developments haven't had a big impact
on students, who cl)ntinue to use the
pC}uipmf'nt primarily for word processing.
According to a 1988 survey by Project
Athena, students use the system an aver~
age of 1.95 hours per week for worde
processing, 1.41 hours for writing pro~
grams, and 1.34 hours for doing problem
sets. However, as more course-specific
software goes from the hands of the de~
velopers in the ftcndemic departments into

by undergraduates, not to do basic computer science research. "The purpose of
Athena is to deliver computing to students
to do homework/' says Technical Director
Jerome H. Saltzer, '61. But those involved
in the project soon learned that m<'lny fl,m~

damental software developments were
prerequisites to the operation of a large
network of workstations. From the operating system to the screen-management
system, a lot of underlying work had to be
accomplished before the educational software could be developed and deployed.
Says Lerman: "[M.LT. and its industrial partnersI were talking about workstations that were in the development labs at
the time. We overestimated our ability In
take these and [in a relatively short time]
tum them into networked workstations:'
Today, Lerman proudly points to some
of those basic developmcJlt~ AS Athenu's

main accomplishments. The X-Window
System, a program for managing: text and
graphic "windows" on the workstation,
has become a standard throughout the
computer industry, Kerberos, a system for
f'nfnrcine rigorous computer security over
a public computer network, has attracted
interest from DEC and IBM. SMS, a database system that manages the accounts of
Athena:s 5000 users, and Hesiod, a system
that lets any user sit down at any Athena
workstation and automatically access his
or her files and electronic mail, are also beginning to attract outside attt:lllion.
These are also the results that seem to
have pleased Athena's sponsors the most.
"From the technical standpoint-how do
you set up a large, complex, distributed
system-we've learned a great deaI;' says
Carol Crothers, manager of IBM's University Development Prnducts" which over-

the classroom, and as professors assign
more problem sets that depend on Athena, the patterns of usage can't help but
change.
Lerman notes that the Athena programs, or "modules," in Course XVI have
been so successful that the faculty rnem~
bers In the LJepartment of Aeronautics and
Astronautics have virtually reworked the
curriculum around Athena.
In the Beginning, There Were the
Engineers
Gerald L. Wilson '61, dean of the School
of Engineering, traces Athena's roots to a
1979 report from the director of the Laboratory of Computer Science, Michael L. Dert01l70Sl. Tn that report, Wilson says,
Dertouzos recommended "that the ad~
ministration begin to think about networking a large set of mainframe computers in
order to broaden the availability of com-

puters to students, both graduate and undergraduate:'
•
"That report was submitted at the tim~
that {Jerome B.] Wle~~;ner was pres1dent, says Wilson. "It died. Nothing ever happened to it."
After several years of waiting, Wilson

•
says, the School of Engineering decided
to go ahead: "We in the school decided not
lo wdll [01 M,LT"

but to make it our

highest priority to [create) an environment
in which we could explore the uses of computers in education:' The school wanted
to focus on undergraduates, Wilson says,

because at the time undergraduates had
no access to computers unless they were
enrolled in Course VI subjects that specif~
ically used the machines. Wilson thought
that undergraduates were not being given
a realistic education, because at the same
time computers were being used all over
M.I.T. in a variety of research applications.
n 1982, Wilson wrote a proposal to the
major computer manufacturers looking

I

for <1 paftn(>r for

hi~ ~('h('jo1'.<;;

projPct.

Then he went to the Academic Council
and spoke with the deans of other schools.
"There was relatively little interest in some
Gchools and none in others," reports Wil-

son. "Some of them said outright that
computers are not a new tool for teaching."
Frustrated by the lack of interest on the
•

pdrt of their <..:ulleagues, lhe engineers

Although computer

science research and
technical development were never the
objectives of Athena,
it became obvious

that Athena's requirements by way of
workstations and a

decided to go it alone.
The School of Engineering finaliy settled
on Digital as the sale equipment supplier
tor Its project. "When that started happening ... the Corporation-particularly the
Executive Committee-wanted to hear
what we were proposing. [President1Paul
Gray ['54) thought that we really should
do this for all of M.I.T... ;We were asked
to go back and see if we could get addition~
al resources to do all of M.I.T:' So began
a long series of negotiations with IBM.
which had just formed its Academic Infor~
mation Systems (ACIS). a branch of the

workstation. The screens might be larger

corporate giant that had the potential to

or <;1.m",ller, thp kl''Yho:rrfh:. might h<lVfl <l

network could not be met until a lot of
fundamental work was completed,

wedded to [one vendor]!'
nieit<l)'.. initi<ll ~hipm('nt of

be the kind of collaborator M.I.T. would
require.
As a result of those negotiations, Athe~

different layout, but programs would run
basically the same.
In 1983, coherence seemed like a radi~
I
no become n project for the entire Institute ' cal propoGal. With a few minor exceptions,
rather than one for only the School of En~ computers manufactured by the two comgineering. Because DEC had already panies had never been compatible. Promade commitments to the School of En~ grams developed on an IBM mainframe
gUlt:!t:!ring,

Wil.'!lUIl ~ay~,

it

Wd~

ucducu that

IBM would have responsibility for provid~
ing equipment for use by all the other
schools. (At the time, about 70 percent of
the undergraduate students were major-

•

ing in engineering. The figure is about 62
percent now.)
Out of this intentional mix of hardware
manufacturers was born the idea of "coherence;' meaning that there would be no
perceivable difference between running
programs on an IBM workstation or a DEC

stations from IB:t-.1 that would cach con3iot

of "a coprocessor on a PC/XI with an ex-

perimental display," and would run the
Unix operating system, Lerman says. The

~illlply wuuhlnut run Ull d DEC JIlinkuIllputer. Even the computers' "operating

systems''-the basic programs that allow
the user to instruct the computer what to
do-have different vocabularies, com-

6.?o VAX

111750 computers (serving a total of more
than 240 users at a time) was tD be matched
by the shipment of 500 experimental work~

IllddliI1C wuuld hulll IBM'!; phu..:c un ~alll

pus while IBM developed its workstation,
i

which eventually became known as the RT

Pc.

Due to techmcal diffIculties, Lerman

mand sets, and ways of approaching the
equipment.

says, the experimental machine was never

By developing a standard workstation
environment, Athena was going to change

perimental box and the RT were getting

that. "111ere was also some sense," Lerman recalls, "of not wanting to come out
at the end of five years and find ourselves

produced. "The ship date for the exawfully close [together);' Lerman recalls.
Eventually, Athena decided to simply wait
for the RT and accepted a large delivery of
high-performance IBM PC/AT computers

•
were aware that Athena computers in

In the beginning,
Digital served the
School of Engineering (at the time it
enrolled about 70
percent of the undergraduates); IBM
was to serve undergraduates in all the
other schools. Removing that division was
one of many steps in the right direction.

other clusters were often idle many hours

of the day.
When the workstations began arriving

in 1986, a new problem cropped up: moving programs from the time-sharing
machines to the new DEC machines was
trivial, but a lot of basic software had to be
rewritten for the IBM RTs. The gap was
further widened because Athena received
the RTs six months after receiving the
MicroVAXes, Lemlan says; the software on
the IBMs took two years to catch up with
the DEC workstations.

In March 1987, the first IBM workstation
cluster began operation, and by that September the entire Athena system had been
shifted over to "Pha5e II." At that time, the

last of the VAX 750s were taken out of timesharing service and set up instead to pro~

vide files to workstations over the M.LT.
Campus Network. Because any work~
station can use any fileserver on campus,

the restrictions that prevented most
students from using clusters other thar,A
the Student Center were removed.
...
"Phase I to Phase II was a very important transit jon," Saltzer says, "from scarcity to plenty:' One student, responding
to an Athena survey, wrote: "I used to

complain to anyone who would listen
about how bad Athena was, but the new
\-\lorkstatjon~

a1'P a g1'pat improvpmf'nt."

Today a student can sit down at any

Athena workstation located anywhere on
campus, type his or her user name and a
password, and immediately begin access-

in the meantime,
"It wa:s uur hlt.'d," Lcnm.Ul says. "It It"l u::;

expand the base of PCs and get some experience with something that is sort of a
workstation." Even though the machines

could only support a smgle user runmng
a single program at a time, they were networked and they were "relatively highperformance." (Today, the ATs are being
used to, monitor and run experiments in
laboratories/ and some have been made
available to student organizations.)
eanwhile, a' growing number of
VAX"based clusters had been set
up for use by students in the
School of Engineering. The idea that stu-

M

dents would use the il1tE'rm",rliMp "'ysh>m

I

schedules and the decision to split the In-

ing files or reading mail. According to
Athena's survey, 92 percent of M.I.T:s undergraduates have used an Athena work-

sliLule, Iney'uiLies

!'!idliull dl l~d~i UIlCt'-dml dl It'd/')l

welt:.'

IlteviLdule.
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Because programs for designated
Athena-assisted subjects were installed on
particular time-sharing machines, students enrolled in those SUbjects were restricted to working in a specific cluster.

vendors. "It didn't make sense," Lerman

These students were then free to use the

says. Project Athena's new video cluster,

equipment for word processin~, to write
papers for their "non-Athena' subjects.

in which IBM color monitors are attached

Students who were not enrolled in any
Athena~sponsored classes were initially

confined to the Student Center cluster,
where there were often long lines to use
overburdened, very slow computers and
printers.
"We han

.;l

m"tw(ll'k hut

WI?

clicln't h"vp

percent of the undergraduate community uses it every day, Saltzer says.
Also gone with Phase I was the idea of
dividing the Institute between the two

to DEC workstations, illustrates the degree
to which equipment from the two
manufacturers is now being blended, he
adds.
oday there are 722 workstations on.
and off campus that students can
use, in 12 public clusters and 21

T

clu~ten:; reserved for departmental, livin.

was at the very heart of the Athena experiment. That meant that students used pro"
totype hardware and software. And

a central distribution of software:' Techniters worse, at the times the lines at the

group, or other private use. "The main rea'son why there aren't more workstations on
campus is real estate:' Saltzer contends.

because of the vendors' different delivery

Studc;mt Center were longest, students

"If someone were to wander in magically

cal Director Saltzer explains. To make mat-

--.~~------------------------------------------------------------

e
and say 'you can have 10,000 square feet
in this building; we would have 200 more
workstations out in six to 12 months:'
But the emphasis of Project Athena from
now on will be more expansion into priV<1te 9€'ttings.. . such as the living groups and

the offices of faculty, Saltzer says. And
with the cabling that is accompanying the
installation of the new M.LT. campus
phone system, Saltzer ~ays, it will be a lot

e

easier to put workstations off in remote
corners of the Institute.
Other changes from the original plan include Athena's definition of "coherence,"
"One of the things I found when I came
on board was that there were five definitions of coherence," Saltzer recalls. "Some
of the original goals of coherence were
research problems," he says, and not
prerequisites for an educational computer
environment.
One such objective was to be able to
write large programs in a variety of
languages-such as Lisp, C, and
FORTR AN-simultaneously, using each

language for what it does best. "We decided that was not an important educational
goal;' Lerman explains.
"The biggest contribution to coherence

e

has been [the X-Window System]," Sa1tzer
continues. "It has always been the case
that a Unix program written in C is mildly portable [from one brand of hardware
to another]. The place you get in trouble
is where you try to put things on the display:' With the X-Window System to standardize display interaction, Saltzer says,
"all of a sudden you discover that most
programs are portable:'
X has even masked seemingly insur~
mountable differences between DEC and
IBM hardware. The DEC workstations
mouse-a handheld device that the user

machines, programs that Wf'rf' nriein<l11y
envisioned for the project needed the
power of a workstation to perform the
necessary calculations. One example Ler-

;1nn fmr-ien

rolls: arot.tnd on the table to move a pointer

man points to is Professor Earll 11. Mur

;;trc much more complicated than the ones

on the workstation's screen~has three
buttons on its top, while IBM's mouse has
two. Athena's solution: DECs middle

man's Computational Fluid Dynamics
programs, in which a student can watch
the flow of a fluid over an airfoil. "Simulat-

that have been solved: Professors can require that students use computers to solve
their problem sets, but do the students actually learn better as a result of the exercise? Will that be equally true for
non-technical subjects? Will the aptitudes
of most students be suffiCiently improved
to justify the continued maintenance expense of such an elaborate network, let
alone the cost of any future upgrading?
Will what has been learned at M.LT. be applicable to other colleges at reasonable
cost? In the final analysis, it is these issues,
rather than the success of the window sys-

button can be .simulated by pre55ing bOll t

ing whal i:!) guiJig

of the IBM buttons together.
If so much has been accomplished, why
extend the project for another three years?
"We had morc work to do/' Lerman answers. Under the initial plan, M.LT was
to have had two or three years experience
With the workstation environment before
having to make a decision about Athena's
success. "Realistically, we only turned it
on in September 1987:'
While software could be developed and
used by students on the time~sharing

of fluids really requires high performance," Lerman says.
"We're just beginning the more extensive
use of color," Lerman adds. The "fish
bowl'c·the glass·walled cluster along the
Infinite Corridor that is often ringed with
campus visitors-has become the definitive video duster, where up to 12 students
can work, each with his or her own highresolution color display and laser disc
pl~ypr_

VII

with the

Vinpo 1"11':;(' projPct..

;m:;>

1ll0VeuHmt

'1l1d1:?Y de-

velopment in biology, civil engineering,

l;:m!}W'I8f'Q, T J?t'mf1T1

says.

And so, at least three more classes of
M.LT. students will participate in this experiment. In a sense, the challenges ahead

tem, that will determine thE' project's even-

tual impact on education. 0
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MIT Faculty
Learning How to Teach
with New Tools
BY SIMSON L_ GARFINKEL, '87

I

n a darkened lecture hall,

d

professor

stands before a class of sophomore aeronautics and astronautics majors and
types a few commands into an Athena

•

work.'itation. Moments later a cross st:diuu

Murman, Athcf\a's new director. "RE;\;ng

of an airplane's wing (airfoil) appears on
a 12-foot silver screen at the front of the
classroom. A row of animated bubbles
materialize in front at the wmg and move
across it, showing the path that air would
take if the "wing" were reall), "flying."
"If you have a picture of a fluid flowing,
and nothing very exciting seems to be [going onJ, what happens if you change the
angle of attack of the wing?" asks James
McCune, the professor in question. "What
happens to [a particular] flUId particle?
Does it go on top nf the wing, does it go
under, does it get caught in the wake?
Does it exert lift'''
Lift, McCune says, is caused when air
moves faster over the top of the wing than
underneath it. The faster the air moves,
the lower the pressure. The drop in pressure holds the airplane in the sky like a
suction pump.
Only two years ago McCune might have
b(>pn ...howing a film on lift to his class. But
unlike a film, the computer can be
manipulated by McCune: with just a few
movements of the "mouse" at the side of

given a book of pictures or a videotape is
just not the same:'
On the fifth floor of Building 9 is another

tht" workstation he can change the simu~
lated system. He ((In also tum it over to the

,

I

~

the problem until h. or she has developed
an intuitive grasp of the concept of lift.
"You're more interested if you have to
make the choices;' says Professor Earll M.

class: One student asks him to try a different angle of attilck; another wants to see
wh;d hapPt'ns when the wing "moves"
faster through thl' simulated flUid. The
class comes alive, each student suggesting
another possibility.
At the eno of the hour, each student can
go off to one of 33 Athena clusters located
around campus, sit down at a work
station, and try different variations on
w

SIMSON GARFINKEL is a freelance writer
based in SomervWe, Mass.

fal:t!' uf the goddess. In Q glass-waUQd room

called simply "The Garden;' a collection
of IBM PC/AT computers, graphics
screens, digitizing tablets, and a few work:stClti01l5

ha.ve sprouted as a 1"eGuIt of the

five-year-old collaboration between MIT,
IBM, and Digital Equipment Corp. Here
students in the School of An:hitecture and
Plarnu.Ill\ use 4u:gely olf-the· shelf software
for drafting, building spreadsheets, and
word processing.
"This idea of gluing together [commercial] application tools rather than building
one [custom] package that can 'do it all' is
the focus of what I have been Itying to do,"
says Professor Joseph Ferreira, '67. Ferreira
has been the driving fo",. for this outpost
of Athena.
"For planners:' Ferreira says, "the time
frame you have to construct a model and
do a lot 01 'what-If' calculations is pretty
short. The spreadsheets are ideal for desktop modeling:' In the Garden, the School
of Architecture and Planning's students
learn to use software packages similar to
those they will encounter as working
professionals.
ll across MIT, Athena is changing
the way SUbjects are taught and
ideas are conveyed, from freshman
seminars on physics to gntduate classes on
transportation. The real success stories of
Project Athena have been programs that
students can use as tools to help them
solve problems.
The airfoil program is an example of
such a tool. '11'5 a flexible electronic simulation;' says Murman, who spent five

A

years coordinating the development of the
system. The "tool" is really a collection of
seven tools, which examine aspects of fluid
dynamics from jet nozzle design to thermodynamics, A different faculty member
oversaw the development of each module;
collectively they are bundled together in
a package called "Todor;' named for the
Hungarian aeronautical engineer,
Theodore von Karman.
MUnDan characterizes Todor as coming
about by aCCident, not by design. "It just
hapl"'n.d;' he says. But in fact, his department's commitment of time and attention
makes this more than a fortuitous accident. In 198312 professors in the department took • two-day sabbatical at MIT's
Endicott House. Their agenda was to think
of ways of using new media to reach
students-particularly those for whom
subjects like fluid dynamics can be a
struggle.
'J\t the end of that retreat, we had narrowed [the uses for computers] to seven
project objectfves:' And by the end of 1985,
each faculty member had developed a
module. When they found an approach
that worked, Murman says, It was put into

g"'.'

the 5ptem.

Similar to Todor is the Department of
Civil Engineering's program GROWLllGER.
which enables students to "build" structure6, such

4S

buUdinSG a.nd bridges, on

the computer's screen and analyze the
forces on them. The program can tell a stu·
dent which buildings will stand and which
will idll. tike Todor. it is art electronic

laboratory. But unlike Todor, GROWlTIGER
was written by one person, John Slater, 78.
(Slater now works at Stone & Webster,
a lIoslon engineering finn founded by MIT
graduates and involved in construction of
MIT's Cambridge site. But from 1982 untillast spring, he was a professor of civil
engineertng. )
Slater spent a thousand hours between
TIl.("UWOI_OCY RJiV1£W UIT 13
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NoUJ you can graph differential
equations on a screen. No more tables!
March and September in 1984 writing the
first version of the system. GROWLTIGER
now contains more than 80,000 lines of code
and, like Todor, can be run from most of the
workstations at the Institute.
"A student can sit down for two hours,
Iflarn it, and actual1y be productive," Slater

says. The system is powerful enough to
help both undergraduate andgraduate.students solve problems, he adds.
After h?dCh ing himsPlf C in order to write

Slater introduced C as a
programming language to 1.00 (Introduction to Computers and Engineering

GROWLTIGER,

Problem Solving) in fall 1985. Hp rprmrh.

that when C, whieh was seen as the language of the future, replaced FORTRAN in

time lab in "Observational Techniques of

Optical Astronomy," a subject jointly
offered by Course XII and Physics (Course
VIII).
Since September 1986, students taking
18,03 (Differential Equations) have used
another tool-like program to graph
differential equations. The program
replaces the time-consuming task of plotting differential equations by plugging
numbers into a calculator and writing
down the results. "When the calculator
solved the differential equations, you got
tables," says Professor Arthur Mattuck,
whn tp;)C'hp.«I: thp Rubject and supervised
the development of the program. "That
was totally unacceptable for teaching:

past them. Anothl'r program allows stu~
dents to see how a clock sent to Alpha
Centauri would tick slower than a clock

left behind on Earth, explains Edwin TaylOT, a senior researcher who supervised

the project.
A &!w Flies in the Ointment

When it announced Project Athena in

1983, MIT stated that the people who
would write the flt'xt g~'t1l'rdtilm of educational software wnuld come from \\'ithin
the Institute facultv and studentcommu
w

nity. While Athena did hire a technical
staff, that staffs primary purpose was to
develop the underlying operating system.
In many cases that proved a workable
-"ystpm. The Todor program, for example.

was the combined work of 39 students,

nearly all of them undergraduates, 14

I
I

professors, and nnly two full-time
outside
of the School of Engineering have not been
so fortunate.
Although Professor William K. Durfee
teaches in the npp.:'Irtnwnt of MC'chanical
Engineering, he also harbors a passion for
prn81'flmmpl''' Rut milny projects

•
!

the theater. Since September 1986 he has
been supervising the development of a
progr<lm f.lf'l Athpn;1 te) hpjp clf'..-:ienf'1"S plan

the placement of lights in theater
productions.
''The creative part ends when you have
a visual picture of what the stage should

look like," Durfee says. "After that, , , it's
all grunt work:' Durfee estimates that
without a computer, m()re than 80 percent
of

Mechanical Engineering Professor William K. Durfee has found that Athena can
take most of the grunt work out of designing the lighting fo, theater productions.

de3igncr's time is tr:1kcn up by draft

na project has been finding students who
both know the subject mfltcrial and are
capable of writing tht~ software. At first,
Durfl>e worked with students who knew

the class, enrollment grew frum 85 tu 260
students within a few years. "That's a real

frt'slunen ,an't handle tables of data."
"Now there is no data; the output is a

impact:'
thena's projects in the School of

curve on the screen," Mattuck says. "Instead of an exact answer-that often

a lot about theater design. "They [would]

readl~~

:5pend

A

•

d

ing lighting plans.
Durfee's biggest headache on the Athe·

Science have tended towards small

programs that let students solve
specifie problems, rather than the largescale electronic laboratories like
GROWLllGER and Todor. Graduate students in the Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences
(Course XII) adapted a publicly avaUable
program called STARCHART to the Athena
system, STARCHART, says 'ames Klavetter,
a graduate student in the department, displays on the computer's screen a picture
of the night sky. The chart can then be
printed and carried by students up to the
roof of the Green Building for the nightMIT 14 JANUARY 1989

yuu lluthiu!5-1Iu: !5Idph give:5 you

qualitative information. Does the solution
increase, take off, or go to zero? How does
it behave?" By typing a few numbers into
the workstation, students can find out.

mo~t of their time ICllrninl; how to
program," Turning to computer hackers

wasn't any better, because they had to be
taught the ins and outs of the theater from
th~ ground up. Eventudlly, he says, he

A project in the Department of Physics

"found a couple of pc'ople who are thea-

gives students an opportunity to observe

ter people and Unix techies, but that mix

the effects of relativity, VISUAL APPEAR·
ANLt: presents students with the view
from the front window of a simulated
spaceship traveling near the speed of light.
Objects on the computer's screen seem to
dIStort and change in color-from purple
to blue, light blue, green, and finally reda. the .pacecraft accelerates and moves

is really hard to find." (Unix is the Athena
upcl(1tillg

:sy~lt-'lll.)

Durfee's frustriltion has been shared by
many across the Institute. One of the subtle ironies of the computer age, it seems,
is that it is very difficult to writt! do pru~mm

.that is easy to use, Although Project Athena's

X~Windows

system made it possible
PlhJ!OS

MARVIN L£WlTON

•

MIT hoped to export Athena software,
but that is almost impossible in some subjects.

to write programs that could exploit the
graphics capabilities of the workstation,
X-Windows didn't make it easy,

MIT colleagues:
'The workstations are totally useless, in
the sense that if you write programs for

nlike good te(Kher~, whu art:! priL't:'~

them, nobody else in the world can use

less, software can be copied and
sold relatively easily, One of the
early hopes for Project Athena was that the
programs developed at MIT could be
transported to other universities and make
a significant impact lm American educa·
tion. For some projE'ds this hope has been
realized: Last summer professors from 19
schools, predominantly teaching colleges,
participated at an NSF-sponsored workshop at MIT where they learned about
Course XVI's Todor program, Everybody
who came got a copy of the software,
reports Murman. Everybody who came
could run the software, too, because one
ot the requirements of attendance \vas
having access to advanced workstations.
Programs that run on IBM personal
computers have also been distributed.
Working with funds from both Project
Athena and the International Masonry Institute, Professor Eric J. Dluhosch oversaw
e development a program that lets stu~nts draw a building and calculate how
•
much it will cost. Th,1t program is being
distributed to every school of architecture
in the United States, Dluhosch says. The
packages come complete with a video disc
that can shm4,.' students photographs of
buildings similar to the one they are
designing.
But in other cases, Athena's choice of
high-performance workstations has limited the distribution of the software
produced here. In the Department of Political Science, Professor Hayward Alker
has overseen the development of a pro~
gram enabling students to analyze arguments and a game simulating the impact
of the international arms buildup on
negotiations of \\'ar and peace.
'The biggest problem for its [dissemina-

them," says Edwin Taylor in the Physics
Department. Taylor says he feels "ambivalent" about Athena: while the project

U

pruvid~d

$165,(X)() tu fund hi~ rel~a~~ tilnt:'

and hire programmers for the relativity
programs, it also dictated what kind of
computers he had to write them for. Indeed, Taylor's request fur additiunal funds
for his Athena project was rejected: he
wanted to write programs for IBM pes and
Apple Macintosh computers instead of
Athena-sanctioned workstations.
''I'm not going to spend all this time to

tells them how close they are to correct
pronunciation.
A second phase of the project will use
artificial intelligence to allow the students
to carry on text-based conversations with
imaginary characters in the machine in
Spanish, French, German, or Russian.
Awl tht:' lhuu :)I:,tivu I:) d pdir of video
discs designed to help students learn
French and Spanish. The first disc starts
with a game in which students help a
Frcndunan named Philippe to either
make up with his girlfriend or find a new
apartment in Paris. "It's a modern
difficulty;' Murray explainS. "On the other
side [of the disc], thc Iftuucnt {;4tn t!XpluIt!'
a neighborhood in Paris and listen to a var-

Architectu", students nationwide now have a program that let. them draw a butld·
ing and calculate it. co.t, thanks in part to Professor Eric J. Dluhosch.
write programs that can only be used at
MIT;' Taylor says. "It's like doing research
where the results can only be reported at
MIT."
q()mp of thp

arp

the role of !i';omeone who meets a doctor

Alker says. The problem is that "it's written in Unix and in C for relatively powerful professional workstations." Social

still a year or more from deployment in the
classroom. One of the more ambitious is
the Athena Language Learning Project,

scientists at schools like Wisconsin, Chka~
go, and North Carolina-a logical market
for this software-use the MS DOS operating system that comes standard with IBM
personal computers, according to Alker,
Even at many universities that have highrformance workstations, access to these
\chines is restricted to the engineering
•
d science dCpiutmcnts.
Alker's concern with portability is mild
compared with that of at least one of his

under the direction of Janet H. Murray,

from Colombia who is suffering from
amnesia. The student must talk to the doctor and help him to regain his memory beforp a dis.aster occurs.
With two and a half years remaining for
Project Athena, there's still plenty of room
for the development of brand-new applications, as well as the completion o£ others
in the pipeline. In the next article, we'll see
what impact these programs and the 722
workstations scattered about the campus

tion] k not it ... <.:ppcificity tn nnp

(,()lIl"'::'P,"

mo~t

p'l(citing

iety of people, . , talk about their lives,
professions, and neighborhood:' In the
second disk, called No ree"erda (Spanish
for "I don't remember"), a student plays

pt'Ojpct~

principal research scientist in the MIT
Writing Program. The project really consists of three independent sections: one
section, designed to help non~native stu-

dents learn English, will use digital voice
processing to "display spectrograms of
student utterances and allows them to
check their pronunciation of key pho
nemes against the ideal pronunciation,"

Murray says. They get a visual signal that

and in the living groups have had on their

intended targets: the MIT student
body. 0
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PART III

Student;
LogOntc

ATHEN~._:
Test Subjects,

Techni~

and Critics
~_ _ _ _---=:B:..:Y-,S::.:I:.::M=SON

L. GARFINKEL,

n the basement of a house in Cam~
bridgeport. there is a tiny room with
black walls, a black light, two mattresses on the floor and a pack of wintergreen
Life Savers taped t<;> the wall (they spark
in the dark if you crush them). The room's
entrance is set off from the rest of the basement by a black curtain. On the back wall
is a door leading deeper still, with the

that connects the cluster by telephone
lines to the MIT Campus Network, and a
futon, This is a Project Athena "living

were a\\'ardb:, ,j',,;,,:; lif ~'(luipment and a
network con)'", ,'lu, l
"It was a ( ,';"l"l'~ uf costs," explains
Steven R. Ler; .~;i., 72, \-vl~o WJS Athena's
director at thl' , ,:; L'. r~l\c llv~n~ group pro
gram was a pi" ': ~~; ,i j:.:..:t i:"<';ld tor by a special grant fr( ,;1. Lr,i..' PfUVOSt'S Office,
Lerman says, 'i'j,'\..' cJO.1p~ were all we
could managl', . ,';:. ;cJ..,', dl d afford." "lbday,
in addition tc "il,., tLel..' .:m: clusters in
three fraternii:~ :-:" i'd BV~':l 'lau, Delta Up~
silun, and Til. ,:./L'llc: Chi-and one dor~
mitory, 500 :\'; (",;'i:d r>-:v~.
Heidi Burgi· ';,.L wh,) lives at pikJ., is
glad that the _~)j,,:~\ll..:r~; ,lfC not in stu~
dents' room~, ,- i L:~ '".:~1YI ,,'2 would be liv~
ing with thl' (, . 'I' :.l'!'S i;',."t~'ad of visiting

gt'nup dlld"",." at <In inof'ppndpnt living

tht'tn,"

group known as pika, The black room is
called the "de-nerdification zone:'
Pikans have achieved something that

But Burgiel '"
,j;/l \':,-~:)t to be without
the workstati\~. _" "1 ,':-; :'~ ,,"'i'lilly nic~ to have
them there," ;; ". ':~;, "Y,)~t don't have [a

I

words "Abandon All Hope Ye Who Enter
Here" painted in fluorescent green letters.

Behind the door is a larger room housing seven Project Athena workstations,
twn fHp

<.:. .. rvpr~, ;1

ta~pt'

printpt', a e;atpway

may prove significant: they have personal-

20~min1.lh:,1\.'v

ized the anonymous Athena computer
room, making it conform to the house
style.

homework. \"
putersl j)nd
Students in

One clement of the AthCl'\il c-xpc-rimcnt

was to see how students react to living
with the machines. In spring 1986, Athena solicited proposals from interested liv~
ing grouP!: five of the 19 ~ubmissions

SIMSON GARFINKEL is a fn,,'lallce writer
based in Somerville, Mass. lie """"d the SIPB
in 1984 umllt:muim:d IHI

Ild,;'f HI{

May 1987,

f

R

PHot'OS: L BARR" HEni! J.!1".<. 11 \',

"d"",- ulltil

•

" :dn ,ihltptndl1ycmr
V,'l~'

;',,-:xt to ['the com~
('ulr,pbins."
,,~nC'r li'.'illg groups that
,;;

have the m.:tcl .. 1,,', "i;t(:(!, out \,vhcn they

try to attract !k',
week of schul.,_
tise their Ath.
Pil.o;nn3 optc.,

Juring the first
\.'i(;n\ heavily adver-

..:))n\l":I'1

t:-.~::'
I,'

.~JJ.'

n:~t:l't;un.

,;-,-.;

b"":~':"'.:.:nt

cluoter in

part because ~,<: '''.-l:i'~ concerned that a
machine in ev,', '1,:-1111 h\mld increase the
likelihood th:.l '! ,':.J;·,LJ,h'n \vould choose
the living gro~, ) ie.., ~ i:.'i ':::0;'.~ PUtCf5 ilutCQd
of for its peD.':· .. d lib:cyle. TDC, the
,:'Ci 1,\(:) (lC,'y

J~EVjEW
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Above: Zaitt SaideT, '92i Uves at
Theta Velta Chi, one of the few living
groups participating in experimental
placement of .4theno workstations in
individual student fooms, Right~ Aaron
Goodisman, ~90, is working in the
equipment-jammed offices of the
Student Information Processing Board .

..
fraternity that has an Athl?na workst3tion

in ever·y student's room, uses the
machines as a filter during rush: any freshman who seems too interested in the computers is politely asked to look at another

I

Jiving group. "We were worried about a
hacker subculture," says Zain Saider, '92,
TDC's Athena liaison.
Problems in the Hinterlands
Saving that 20-minute walk to cam pus has
~ince September 1987, there
have been major improvements to the
Athena operating system that made the
machines at pika and DU-still running
the ole! software-l;;trgcly incomp(;l.tible
with the workstations on campus. Workw
stations in those living groups cannot use
much of the course-specific software that
had its price>.

Athen" has struggled to develop, nur can

they automatically access files stored on
campus.
It's an authentication problem, explains
Jeffrey I. Schiller/ '79, Athena's manager of
operations. If the updated operating sysMIT 8 fEBRUARY/MARCH 1989

tem Wt:'I"C installed on the remote machines
(those too far away to be hard-wired into
the network), each time the special phone
lines were down-which can happen for
day:; dl d time-Athena would be unable
to authenticate student passwords. In that
case, students would not only be barred
from the network, they would be unable
to log un to the machines in their own living group. Until the technical problems
can be solved, the remote living groups are
sticking with an obsolete version of the
uperating system, but one not entirely at
the mercy of the phone links.
To date, however, the inability to run
course-specific software hasn't been a big
issue for the living groups. For most students who have used Athena In the past
five years, "courseware," as the software
is called, has not been a central feature of
the Project. According to Athena's 1988
student survey, 65 percent of the students
used Athena for personal purposes, compared with 49 percent who URPd it for
courses.
In general, more students used Athena

for word processing and electronic mai_i

then for any otherfunction. Even when.
class assignment called for use of AtheM
machines, 47 pprcent of the students 5ini·~

ply used standard application program.:
such as word processors and spreadsheeb:that were not written for the Project._
Another 22 p{'ocent wrote their own pre'

grams. OnIy37 percent of the students us,
Ing Athena for a subject ran course-spedflc
programs.
'
Student Information Processing Board:
Distinctly MIT Organization

Ie

Before Project Athena, MIT :.:tudems who:
wanted to learn about computers but
didn't have access to the machines in a 'subject or a laboratory could apply fora
grant from the Student Information \,
Processing Board (SIPB). No cash Changed ,
hands, but students were given dollar-value accounts on MIT's mainframes, most'
often

III

mAchine (ruJed MuiticS.

~

SIPB's resources came from MIT's Infor.:
mation Processing Services (IPS), says'

'pUlW'

VVeston Burner, a past director of the service. SIPB's assignm.ent was to screen stu~
dents who wanted to use the computers
for independent projects from thuse w110
needed machines for course work.
IPS didn't want to fund student work
that \VilS within a class assignment, Burner
says. If a professor at lvUT wants th~ ::students to use the computer for a da~s, the
students should be allocated com puler
time through the instructional budget. IPS
saw students as being better able to determine how computer time would be used
than administrators~a distinctively MIT
mode of operating.
SIPS's sponsorship of Mulhcs accounts
was originally limited to students who
wanted to learn how to program. Then in
the early 19805, that restriction was lifted
and SIPil began funding word processing.
By 1984, says Jon A. Rochlis, '85, a former
chairman of the organization, SIPB was
sponsoring accounts for nearly 2,000
students~almost half the undergraduate
popUlation.
In the fall of 1984, one of Athena's

VAX-750 machines, known as Charon, was
designated for SIPB's exclusive use.
'The idea was to give students a place
for experimenting with the lowest levels
of the Unix operating system," Rochlis
says. For example, SIPE made Charon the
only Athena machine able to communicate with MIT's home-built network called
CHAOSNET, thus able to talk to the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory and the
Laboratory' for Computer Science. But
SIPB's main use of the machine was as a
test-bed for developing software that could
be used by the entire Athena community.
Among the SIPB products was a program that enabled students anywhere on
the Athena system to typeset papers using IPS's high-speed Xerox laser printers,
at a time when no such service was provided by Athena. SIPB members also
designed a computer bulletin board for the
work~tation~ called "Discuss," which allowed students on different workstations
to participate in electronic discussions on
• variety of topics. When computer games
began to absorb too mtlrh timp on C':harnn,
one SIPB member wrote a program that
automatically terminates any games that
are underway when the system is running
too slowly. This program was adopted by
the rest of the Project before the move to
workstations .
. SIPB was filling in the cracks, Rochlis
says, between what students needed il.nd
what Athena was providing. When it felt
that Athena's instruction manuals were inadequate, SIPB wrote its own and made
it available to students. When students
demanded the ability to call Athena from
their living groups, but Athena had only
budgeted modems for faculty and staff,
SIPD us.:d iLs own capital budget to

pur~

chase modems for Athena computers.
SIPB also offers consulting services to
students with problems or q .. estions,
which !5CIlCfdtcd some friclion. liThe
Athena consulting staff ... didn't want a
volunteer organization like SIPE to .come
in and consult;' Rochlis says. "[Athena]
had to control the quality of answers ...
. [By discouraging the volunteer efforts of
SIPB] I think Athena missed a big opportunity:'
IT students can be harsh critics of
activities, particularly technical
activities, in their surround, and
SIPBmembers were not the only MIT students who had strong opinions about how
Athena should be implemented. In the
early years of the program, Athena staff

M

functioned in an environment of frequent

complaints from students.
Case in point is the experil!IKC uf Ex.perimonl.l Study Group, a self-paced,
tutorial-based alternative academic progrilm for freshmen and some sophomores,
In 1985, ESG applied for a small Athena
dustel; says Joseph Harrington, '88, (the
fourth generation of that name to graduale from MIT) who was a freshman in the
program at the time. "There weren't any
workstations, so they gave us IBM Pc/ATs
to hold us over," says Harrington.
Having the machines installed was
another matter. For starters, ESG students
wanted to lay their own wiring. 'We wanted to get things moving as quickly as posSible, and installing pieces of coax cable is
a relatively simple thing to do," Harrington says. But Athena had forbidden them
to do so.
Finally one day the network installer
showed up. "He looked at his crimping
tool, looked at the wiring kit, looked at us,
and said, and I quote, 'Do you know how
to use this?' " Hanington recalls angrily.
The students showed the installer how to
use the tool, and he proceeded to wire
their cluster.
"\Vf> wai1ed a long time for him to come,
and it turned out we could have done the
job ourselves," says Harrington.
The problem, Steven Lerman explains,
is that "it is easy to screw up a cabling in ..
stallation, and it's very hard to support an
installation that you didn't install:' In any
event, many students and faculty believe

•

that the ncw Campus Network is the

property of Project Athena, but it is actually owned and operated by the MIT
Telecommunications Systems. Athena is
just one of the network'a customers.
"If anyone player screws up [the network]," Lerman says, "everybody loses
service:' For that reason, Telecommunications Systems hud n firm policy to support
only networks that it installed.
After the machines were installed later
that summer. ESG and Athena struggled
over how they wuuld ue USt!ll. PlUjel.:l
Athena had supplied the IBM PC/ATs with
a standard software package and a program called "SAFE;' which automatically deleted any non-Athena program from
the computer. "The first thing we did was
delete that program," Harrington says.
ESG students wanted to run off-theshelf software, Harrington says, like
"Wordstar"--programs that Athena specifically told them to avoid. He says the AtheTECHNOLOGY REVIEW MIT 9
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lItem d liM uf llli"K'" tlloJl

na staff feared studenta might become dependent on MS-DOS programs, making
the transition from MS-DOS to the Unix

operating system that much more difficult.
TIld1 WdlSu'l dll. Sluut!'lIl:, wdnlt:ulu k.t!~p

their files on the Pc/ATs' hard disks, but
Athena demanded that they use floppy
disks. Floppies were slower and not large
t!Jluugh tu .'jtur~ the l,:llmput~r pictures
with which the students were working.
Harrington saw a tug of war between
Athena, which wanted all of its Pc/ATs on
campus to be standard, and the students
in ESG, who wanted to use the machines
in their classrooms as they saw fit. The
difference of opinion was no small matter.
The ESG students started ignoring
Athena's proclamations. "We knew what
we wanted to do:' Harrington says. When
Athena staff came through, the students
loaded their data from the hard disks onto
floppies and deleted the changes from the
PC/ATs. Tensions finallv eased in March
1988, when the Pc/ATs were replaced with
two Digital and three IBM workstations.
Finally Athena had achieved its goal of installing standard Athena workstations in
ESG, and this time they were \\'orkstations
that the students could use without
modification.
erman denies that Project Athena
ever had a policy forbidding the use
of outside software on the ESG computers. He points to the School of Ar-

L

chitecture and Planning's successes in
using commercially available programs as
proof that no such policy existed.
But Lerman isn't surprised that Harrington and others inside ESG had such misperceptions. ''That's very common at the
Institute:' he says, dubbing it "policy by
myth-vention."
"Myth-vention;' says Lerman, is when
"a myth hf'('omp~ p~t:'lhli.~hpd :mti pp()plp

view it as a stated policy. It reflects the
difficulty of communicating with large
groups of people about rapidly changing

Ill't"UL'U

lu be uUlle'

and set them 100'<'. "If you want to do any
of these:' he W(Hlld 'dY, "go to it. If you.'
don't, ten me why." It was a pretty free environment, Grubbs believes, but very.,
demanding. "11w . . tudents may have
thought that I ",IS pushing them at
times-which 1 d,d "·hen I needed help.
They were my only resource,"
, ,',
Responsible for Athena's software.'
releases, Grubbs "ften found himself
working 80 to J.lO hours per week and
sleepmg In hIS otfl,e JU to
mghts per
month. Every once in a while, he would'
say to his student staff, "Look, I need help..
I don't care how yuu ~(1 the time, but corne
help me." Th,' stud,'nts would pull
through, even if it n,..,.nt staying all night
to get a piece of ~ottw"ln! or one of Athe..
na's time~sharinh machines working"
again.
The watchmaker> "wd on after Grubbs·
left, but they gradu,lily assumed a less irn- portant role.
"I use them in _,II ph.,,·s of what I do
here," says Daniel E. (~'t'r. Jr., 72/ who has
managed system d,'\'('lopment for the last
three years. "Atht'nJ would not get by
without them, frankl~·. That is not to say
that they are the only show in town, as I
think they were when David Grubbs was
around."
Geer says that h,' has restructured the
system development group, which has
grown from 20 to 3! I poople since his ar-

1,

he "Fishbowl" cluster in Building 11

is equipped with state-of-the-art video
workstations assembled from IBM,
DEC, and Paralax components.

ginning of the experiment.
Some students have found themselves
in the enviable position of being paid to
use Project Athena. These were the students who wrote programs and who were
the Project's paid consultants, developers,
and operations staff.
The computer code for nearly every
Athena faculty project was written by stu·
dents. The Department of Aeronautics
and Astronautics' fluid dynamics system
was written in part by 38 undergraduates.
"Some [students on that tp.am] wnrkpcJ nut
extraordinarily well, some were extraordinarily unsuccessful, and most made
some contribution," says Professor Earll
M. Murman, who supet1!isf'd thE' projPct.
"All learned something about fluid
mechanics and something about Unix.
They all ended up ahead:'

A

t the same time, Athena itself was

developing a small band of topflight computer hackers to do system development and fix bugs in critical

riv~L 1;;0

th::lt

rt'£)i~'d ..

,m,' now dt::>ve-Ioped

by small teams. Studt'nts are on the teams
and are occasionallv tt'~lm leaders. "The
point here, howe\'e~, is that the students
("m't

hI? p'l{pl?ch.-cI t(' ',1\.:0..

lon8~term.

full ..

time responsibility for things. It doesn't fit
in with being a student," Geer believes.
A third group of studl'nts, the gremlins,
were hired to p.ltrul tlll'

~'lli~tt>T~;,

inspect

the equipment, and perform periodic
backups. Like the other students on Athena's payroll, their principal motivation

thi:ngs." Myth-vention was rampant at

pieces of software. Do.vid C. Crubbs, the

wasn't the pny, but the fringe benefit~: vir-

Athena.
'1 always had problems communicating
the current policy.... So many downstream problems were created by bad
communication-people believing things
to be true that weren't, or not knowing
things that were [true):' There are now

Athena systems programmer who hired
them, called them "watchmakers''-a
catchy name he borrowed from a science

tually unlimited access to Athena's
resources at a time wht'n other students
were barred from the system or limited to

fiction novel, ThcA10tcbt God's Lye, by Lar-

using the crowJed 1l1~l..hille:s al tllt' Stu..

ry Niven and Jerry Pournelle.
"I remembered [watchmakers as) this
group ollittle creatures who sort of dived

dent Center.
For the student staff and SIPS members,
Athena was an adventure-for some the·

Al:hena officers with Dpccific rccponcibil

into nnything and optimized it;'

~ay:5

pivotal eAperi.enct' lJf llll.:'i, UIIUt::'I!51duUah!

Hies for sharing information with faculty
and students, but if he had to do it over

again, Lerman would have hired someone

Grubbs, who today works for Digital's
Ultrix Group.
Athena's watchmakers performed much

education. But for the majority of stu ..
dents, the first four years of Athena were
at best unnoticed, at worst a major frus-

to handle communication nt the very be-

the same function, Grubbs would give

tration, 0
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The

HACKERS

are still ahead
BY

I

'87

-Ching Wu, a sophomore in chemical
engineering, is taking an expository
writing course which meets in Project

Athena's "!:'lcl:trunit:

dd1j5100m,"

and writing a program to solve a homework problem for Unified Engineering. He
uses Athena for all of his subjects because

On the

he

£ind~

the system to hp fad, powp.rfut

desk in front of her is a $10,000 Athena
workstation on which she does all the
work for this subject. Every student in the

and reliable. "You can't lose things:' he
says. Even iI the system crashes, lIif you
really, really know what you are doing,

classroom is similculy CY, uipped.

[the file] will be savt>d ~o"",prl:u'p_"
ose a night's work or never lose any~

Students use the network to send copies
of their assignments to each other and to

L

thing? Whds got it straight? Both, as
it turns out. How well Athena works

the instructor, who can insert comments
and criticism directly into the um.:umcnts

depends to some extent on what you

and electronically return them to the
authors. From the instructor's workstation/ student essays can be projected onto

know ... or who you know. Masters says
that he is comfortable with Athena not because he is a master hacker himself, but

a large screen for the entire class to read

because he hilS mends who help him. One

and discuss.
Wu is skilled in using Athena's editor,
text formatter, and the spedal programs

in particular is a fraternity brother who
works for Athena. "He did .11 kinds of
things to my account," Masters says, set

she must use to send and retneve her es~

till~ it up 50

says. But when she writes assignments for
her other classes, she prefers to use an
IBM/PC that she shares with a friend in
her dorm.
Wu complains that Athena workstations
take a long time to start up, and that occasionally it is impossible to use the system
at al1 because of problems with the network. But her real fear is spending hours
typing in a paper and then being unable
to save it because of problems beyond her
control-network failures and file server
crashes. Her fears came true once, she

says, costing her a night's work. Next
semester, Wu says, '1 think I will use a PC

SIMSONL. GARFINKEL isa freelance writer
based in Cambridge, Mass.
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" Ifyou really know
what you are doing,
yourfiles will be
saved someplace."
BRETT MASTERS. '91

.... It something goes wrong, I can deal

with it .... I don't like to take chances:'
Brett Masters, '91, On the other hand,
often works in the electronic classroom for
hours after the writing class has ended.
On a typical afternoon he alternates his attention bctwf't'n ",ading electronic mail

it would be ell.3ier to usc and

so files would automatically be saved.
Athen. does have a backup system.
However, the b.ckup system is designed
to restore nut i1ll1ivldual files but whole
disks, in situations like a disk crash or a

fire, according to Jeffrey Schiller, '79, Athena's former manager of operations. "It is
usually easier fur a user to retype a file
than for us to get it off the backup tapes:'
Schiller says.
When people come to Schiller crying
that they have a<..:dut!ut.uly Jdeled their
theses, the staff often makes the effort to
retrieve it. But in an environment of limit~
cd resources, Athena hasn't the staff to
retneve documents for everybody, certainly not in the time frame most students
need. At least, that's the story for Athena's
PHaroS: PAULA LERNF.R

•

over one spring break in
response to a stnng of equipment thefts, the students voted
him Alpha Phi Omega's Big

user community. Those on

Athena's staff with access to the
backup tapes could salvage
their own work or that of their
confr4?l'I?~

Screw award.
Hut the btu dent Center,

Althollgh Athena is

designing a new backup system that is more oriented
toward serving user needs,
~ays., it

which had more terminals than
any other cluster on campus,

isn't a top

had only five time-sharing

priority.
To Steven R. Lerman, '72,
Athena's first director, the wide

computers. It was, in the words

range of stutipnt, reactions to

consultant, "the pits, It was

Athena is quite \jnderstandable. "It's a story of diversity:'
Lerman says. "The students

plagued by very high loads and
people playing games to all
hours of the night:' To make a

have Q wide range of nQeds, re-

bad situation worse, accounts

quirements . . , and financial
resources. It's unlikely that one
system could accommodate

in the Student Center duster
were originally given only 250
kilobytes of disk storage-Jess
space than is on a singJe PC
floppy disk. That space was
eventually increased to 600
kilobytes. (New equipment
that should allow the Project to
increase student file space to at
least three megabytes may not
be on line until fall 1989 or
later.)
Of course, not all students
were limited to accounts in the
Student Center. Between 1984

Schiller

of Andrew S. Gerber, '87, who
worked there as an Athena

them aU:'

O

ne of Athena's objectives, according to
Dean of Engineering

Gerald Wilson, '61, was to

minimize the effort students
would have to invest in just
learning to use the systeme[n;odng lhem to concentrate on
the educational subject matter.
But in fact, after nearly six years
of existence, Project Athena has

"IOu can stop using Athena
because it eats your file ever_y
couple of weeks) or you can
learn more about the system. "
GRADUATE STUDENT
DAVE CUSTER, '83

not been .sul:c.:~l:isfulln leveling

students in March 1985, Ogawa was a confirmed Mac fan.
"I felt that the Macintosh was a lot more

cated workstation envirunment that the

USCl-

friendly," Ogawa says. "1 couldn't do

were given accounts in other, less crowd~
ed dusters, with cOI'l'espondingly 'hiehM

project has created, users find it difficult
to remain "computer naive:'

lab reports and stuff with Athena very easily. I didn't know how to use any of the
software, and I got the impression that it

allocations for disk storage. Then there
was a small group of students who were
abe to get friends who worked for Athe-

was halUl!l Lo leanl. than the Mac./f

na to build them occounts in other clusters.
Likewise, Gerber says, there were the

Most students, says Dave Custer, '83/ the
teachmg assistant for the writing CUUISt!,

"get burned once or twice. Then there are
a couple of options: you can stop using
Athena because it eats your file every couple of weeks, or you can [learn more about

the systemJ."
How willing MIT students are to invest
time in Athena depends in part on what
their options are. Une popular alternative

e

and 19FO,. an increasing number

were enrolled in classes that used Project
Athena for assignments. These students

the differences between hackers and the
students who are less facile with computers. In order to survive in the compli-

seems to be the Apple Macintosh, which
students can buy at the MIT Microcomputer Center at discounts of up to 36 percent off list price. In many ways, the
easy-to-use Mac fulfills Wilson's requirements more than Athena.
Todd Ogawa, '87, now a medical student
at the University of Colorado, bought his
Macintosh in September 1984. He couldn't
use Athena at the time because it was only
open to students in special subjects, and
he wasn't enrolled in any of them. By the
time Athena made accounts available to all

I

t's just as well Ogawa wasn't interested in Athena; he might not have been
able to get near it much before he

grauu(ltcu, Prujt:'!d Atlkl!lld opened it~ first

cluster for general student use on March
19, 1985-three months late. It was heralded by a four-page advertisement in The
Rch that encourageu stuuenls lv ust;!' lilt;!'
Student Center cluster for writing papers,
sending mail, and playing games. Demand quickly escalated as Athena expanded its staff of student consultants tu
answer questions and offered a series of
"mini~courses" that would give students

a jump start on mastering the system.
The most Iffiportant thing about the Student Center, says Toby Sanders, '89, has
been its availability. "Athena is awesome;'
she says, "because it's open 24 hours. You
can't expect hackers to stop and close up:'
Indeed, when Schiller closed the clusters

students like Ogawa who could afford to
purchase their own computers, and others
who had access to , . .'ord processing or

other computer resources through their
part-time jobs. Harold A. Stern, '87, for example, an editor of the student
l!t;!'w~pi'lpel~

wwte hi5 C51UlyS on The Tcch's

typesetter during off hours.
In essence, says Gerber, the early years
of Athena saw the development of a "caste
:system" iunong students, in terms of the
computing power and convenience to

which each had access.
n the spring and summer of 1987, relief
seemed to be at hanu. Project Alhena
replaced the terminals all over campus
with high-performance workstationssolving the problem of high loads and
sluggish response I1me by gIving each user
a dedicated computer-and opened all

I
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clusters to all students. But use
of the system has continued to
climb, and crowding in the
clusters has actually increased
with time. Indeed, by the end
of the 1988 fall term, clusters all
over campus were as crowded
as the Student Center had ever

i

I

game. Athena has even set up
a special file server that stores
games for use from any workstation,

Although game players are
supposed to vacate their workstations when there are other
~tllrlf'nt(l. who w:ant to tio sed.
ous work, few students are

been.

<

"I can't tell you what the exact availability of workstations

willing to bump somebody off

is at this time," said Director of

hp TI7~ l1y obnoxiot.ls to do that,"

Athena Earll Murman in December 1988. "We don't monitor that on a daily basis. We did

Kantrowitz says.

the system. ''You would have to

Q

note that early in the semester,

for equipment. The rest was
divided equally between sys-

66, had all of thpir ~p.MI'I. takfm
in the after~dinner ~tOurs:'

lum development projects.

term, there were days that
pry

W()Yk-l:t::lt1(H'

ev~

tem development and curricu~

" Athena had an enorrrwm
communication problem.

in a cluster

would be in use at 5 am-still
occupied by students who had
been there from the night be-

I think it missed an
opportunity to listen. "

fore. In recent s\trveys, 92 per-

cent of MIT undergraduates
report having used an Athena
workstation at least once; at
least 25 percent used a workstu

ATHENA STAFF MEMBER
KARENCOHEN

tion every single day during the
last two weeks of the 1988 spring semester.

~
I

problem,"
In the pa5t few ye1U5,

do~en.s

of those individual proposals
have become programs that .
students now use daily. The
most sut:cessful have been
special-purpose calculation
and simulation programs, which let stu~

dents solve traditional problems faster

ma.n, Athena plon3 to injtnU 20 more

playing 8<Unt5, walkiu!:J lluuuEjh a dUlltt:T

than they ever could Without a computer.

workstations in the Student Center, a new

cluster of workstations in the Hayden
Library, and groups of two or three work-

or speaking with students suggests far
more. 'Td say that a third of the usage is
playing games:' sayS Mark Kantrowitz, a

tory,. for example, a task that used to aver~

stations wherever he can find the sPdce

::senior

in llutthenH:l.til:s and

minutes on the computer. In ·aeronautics

.around the Institute.
If there is a positive side to overcrowding, it is as a measurement of Athena's

philosophy. "Every time I go up [to the
Student Center duster] looking for a terminal, I see people playing games."

m~jor1ng

In the undergraduate chemistry laboraage two nights of work now takes 20

ill lines

lvlark Etchln, '138, a former Athena sys-

to use computers that offer less storage per
user than a floppy disk, Athena must be
doing something right.

tems programmer, believes that the
amount of game playing is significant, but
his estimate is more like 10 percent. "I

and astronautics, a program caned CIascan has shaved weeks off the teaching of
classical control theory: And last fall, 564
students in a class on- dllierentiai equations used a program on Athena to graph
equations in seconds that would have
taken them half an hour or more to do by

ext to word processing and solvmg

would say that ha.lt at the use is word

hand. What's more, says Dan Schmidt,

problem sets, the third most popu-

processing. What's left is split among reading news and electronic mail, course work,

~talltl

lar use of Project Athena is electronic mail. At pika, an independent liv~
ing group with an Athena cluster in its
basement, students use e-mail to keep in
touch with alumni who have moved
across town and across the country. And
Dan Schmidt, '91, is one of a growing

number of students who use Athena to
write home-his mother works at a

university and his father works for Digital, and both have access to computer net-

works that are linked to Athena.
Another attraction of Athena is games.
MIT 6 APRIL 1989
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[for currkul(\r developmentJ

than we could fund, but in
general [money] was not a

Although Athena's 1988 survey found that
students averageonly half an hour a week

N

I

"That's really a sizable amount
of money," notes Earll Murman. "We had more proposals

To ease the overcrowding, says Mur-

populadlY: II student::; will

I

million was allocated

some of the more frequently
used clusters, like the Student
Center and Buildings 11. 4, and
By the end of the fall 1988

!.~

ut of Athena's original
$70 million budget, $50

and games:' Eichin says.
Many of those games take special ad-

vantage of Athena's high-performance
graphicS and network. Games like "Xtank" and "X-trek" let students at different Workstations command tanks or starships, fire missiles at each other as fast as
they can hit the buttons on their mice, and

watch the results on their graphics displays. Fur the less belligerent, a game
called "mbo!!!lle" lets students compete
with ('.1(h otht'r in it fa!it~paced word

watching the computer graphing the
equations is actually fun~something of a
revolution in the study of mathematics,
surely.

As a result of these dramatic reductions
in time, teachers say, it is possible to

as~

sign problem sets that are oriented more
toward design and creative thought, and
less toward running numbers through a
calculator. Students claim that speed enables them to learn a subiect more
thoroughly because they have the time to
study more examples.
But is faster always better? Margaret

I
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that have already been under-

MacVicar. '65, dean for under~
graduate education, has a note
of caution: "It depends on
what the results of 'faster' are;'
she says. "Faster often hides the
assumptions and the guts. By
hiding the guts of the caleulation, [the cOlllputer encourages
yon J tn believe what the program tells you, even if it isn't
correct."

taken of the Athena

ture potential-and structuring
d

communication, and word
processing for our students after [the conclusion of the experimcntdl phdbC of) Athena,"

computers for their caleulations. She cites the example of

sible not to notice how nonbles give the engineer a foeling

•

for the function in a way that a
calculator button marked 'SIN'
simply can't:' .
And some su bjcds, MacVicar
says, simply require a lot of

"Every time I,,!o to the
Student Center cluster; I see
people playing games
like X-trek,' X-tank,'
and (mboggll!. '"

time to absorb. "One must
marinate in a subject," she says.
Tet1ching a subject quickly by
using Athena could be robbing students
of that seasoning.
Samuel j. Keyser, MIT's associate
provost, i.s simildtly concerned when stu
dents are encouraged to rely too heavily
on a computer program. "Every program
is defective;' he says. "We must develop
our intuition about how the wurlJ ledlly
works. And that reqUires dependence on

our own brains, not on some subset of our
brains that has been programmed into the
nearest PC,"
or all of the anecdotal accounts, actually measuring Project Athena's
impact on undergraduate education
is difficult, for Athena's first five year!:>,
staff member Karen Cohen was in charge
of surveying student response to the
Project, but her questionnaires were confined to patterns of usage. Cohen says that
Steven Lerman ruled out questioning students or individual faculty members about
how well they thought students were
learning the material in particular Athenasupported subjects.
"We didn't want to put Athena into the
position of evaluating faculty performance. That isn't what we were there to
do," Lerman said.

F

•

Deutch says.
ut just what form that "access" might take is still
anyone's guess, AthcIld
might continue in its present
form. Alternatively, it may be
broken up into MIT's departments and administrative
structure and offered on a feefor-service basis. Already,
operations that have been
thought of as part 01 Athenainduding the network, the mail
system, and the Kerberos
Authentication System-are
operated by MIT's Oftice of
Telecommunications.

B

a student who uses <'I C':llclllator

linear the function is. The ta-

:>t."l of options for how we

might proceed;' Deutch says.
"There is no doubt in my
mind that we will have to proviut! ttcccss to computation,

MacVicar worries about
dan·I.;l8P~ to, the learning
process whe~ students use

instead of looking up trigonometric functions in tables. With
tables, she says, "you see the
values before the number be1ng
looked up and after. It is impos-

Project-~

its achievements, its deficiencies, and most important, its fu-

MARK KANTROWITZ, '89

Unfortunately, by insisting that any real
attempt to measure the impact of Athena
machines and software in particular subjects would amount to evalu<\tine thp

teachers of those subjects, the Project hobbled its own attempts to document its
value. "I don't think faculty would have
minded fillinl;) out a qucotionnaire/' Cohen

says, but even that was forbidden. "[Athena had] an enormous communication
problem. I think it waS a missed opportunity Lo listen.1I

Lerman denies that he forbade simple
surveys; he just didn't think they would
find anything useful. "I was very skepli-

Within two years, says
George Champine, who heads
Digital Equipment's five-member team at
!'roject Athena, a workstation capable of
running the Athena operating system
might cost less than $2.500. Students may
be asked to purchase their own hardware
and plug it into the campus network. Alternatively, the cost of that hardware oUght
be f<'lctOfl?ti into tuition. The beauty of
Project Athena's technical accomplishment is that it supports a multi-vendor
environment-the workstations that students purchase need not hp m:mufactured
by IBM or Digital.
Deutch estimates that the cost of maintaining Athena in something like its

Cdllhal we would get anything by Gcnd-

present state mi8ht run as high

ing out surveys. . . . We had enough
trouble getting the faculty to describe their
projects!" Athena did conduct some infor-

lion per year. Such a high cost, agrees
Gerald Wilson, will not be accepted by the
faculty unless they are convinced the sys"

mal stwlit::o, ht" ::;dY:'t, they were c:onficlen-

tern 13 of educational value. If the prim.<l'Y

lial, intended solely for the information of
faculty members themselves.
ometime within the next two years,
Provost John Deutch, '61, plan::; tu
"ppoint a committee consisting of
faculty and staff-and pOSSibly students
to assess the impact that Project Athena
has had at MIT. "The committee wll1 be
charged with reviewing the evaluations

use of the system is for word processing,
Wilson believes, MIT doesn't need a
campus-wide network of high-

S

pt'I[UlllldI1Ce

<II(,

$h mil-

work5tations. For Athena to

earn its keep in the years ahead, it is going to have to demonstrate that its subjectspecific software and clusters of workstations have a Significant positive ilIlpdLl Ull
the MIT educational experience. 0
T!.:;cl
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PART V

-Ripples
across the Academic
Computer
Market
,

lmost six years ago, Digital Equipment Corp. and IBM could see that
college students and teaching
faculty were a larg~-and largely
untapped-market for their products. But
it was not at all clear how that market
wo,uld develop, what would be its priorities or Its most important Innovations.
Thday, after DEC and IBM Invested more
thal1 $50 million In MITs Project Athena,
there are state-of-the-art workstations all
over the MIT campus, students and faculty
are using the computers regularly, and
much has been learned about large, multivendor networks In academic settings. But
the academic market 15 almost as openended as it was in 1983.
IBM and DEC have had very different
approaches to Athena, even though both
chose to provide the primary tunding lor
the project for similar reasons--to improve higher education and to establish a
showplace for their first generation of
high-performance workstations in that
setting.
"Everybody was convinced that there
was going to be a feverish level of activity:' says Lesin Comeau, who oversaw IBM
teams at both Project Athena and Brown
University from December 1984 until
February 1987. (Comeau has since left IBM
to become the manager of the Academic
Computing Facility for the Harvard-MIT
Health Sciences and Technology Program.) IBM anticipated "lots 01 PC-style
computers, tied together with networks,"
he says. "Besides benevolence, there was
the idea that this was going to be one hell
of a big market:'
DEC had similar objectives: "It was
abundantly clear that the advent of workstations was going to change dramatically thp way computer ~ervkes were

A

I

•

BY SIMSON L. GARFINKEL, '87

implemented:' says George Champine,
who directs the DEC Athena group based
on campus. DEC "wanted to be part of an
early implementation of a large-scale system:' he says. But DEC also wanted to
"make a contribution to improve the qual~
ity of higher education .... That sounds
very altruistic, but it is true. We get our
professional work force from the higher
education system, so we like to improve
it to any extent pOSSible."

The two computer manufacturers
promised MIT both hardware and on-site
personnel for the duration of the experi~
ment. In return, the companies got a national showcase for their equipment, the
rights to use any system software developed by AthpnR,

;mcl-pPTh~r~

their corporate operations have been very
different.
The DEC Athena group was managed
by Digital's External Research Division, a
group designed to ''bring back interesting
and useful things to the companY,' according to Steven R. Lerman, 71, Athena's
former dlrector.
'
At the end of Athena's first five years,
DEC assigned a £uII-time technJcal writer
to the job of preparing an eight-vo1ume internal report on Project Athena. The company ensured that the X-window system,
Athena's most important single achievement to date, would be £uIIy functional in
the new VAX ~tation 2000 by having Jim
Gettys, a DEC employee who was a key
contributor to X, serve on the design team
for the VAX 2000.
Furthe~ Digital is applying Athena's "coherence" concept to its own commercial
offerings and assigning 1,200 software engineers to the task of transporting the Xwindow system to both VItrix, the company's version of Unix, and VMS, a
proprietary operating system. "It was the
largest software project ever undertaken
by DEC:' says Champine.
IBM's contribution to Athena, on the
other hand, has shifted among several
groups. Originally it was the province of
the IBM Academic Information Systems
(ACIS), but ACIS was broken into two
different IBM divisions-one for sales and
marketing. the other for technical systems
support. "[These units] are less dosely
tied to the products:' Lerman says, and
they "don't have a corporation-wide charter" to push for thp adoption of nub,inl'

technology.
Another issue was hardware. Athena
software was developed to run on DEC's

mn<::t

d:mn::lrn linp of wor'kstMions. But th,...

important-much needed experience with
the applications of workstations at a technically oriented university. But the ex-

equipment that IBM prOVided to
Athena-the RT-is simply not the mainstay of the company's line of high-

Jiving in. Camhn'dge, Mass. Thi,c; complf~es his

pflrien('PS of nEe and IBM in integrating

performance desktop computers, and

series on Projec't Athena.

the knowledge they have gained back into

software written for the RT will not run on

SIMSON GARFINKEL is a freelance wI'iler
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was difficult to lure engineers based at IBM's T.I.
Watson Research Center in
Yorktown Heights, N.Y., to the

•

other new IBM machines.
'''The result is that DEC has gotten more
out of Athena:' Lerman concludes, "not

because it has more rights, but because it
was better structured to use it:'
'Even their locations-DEC's corporate
headquarters are less than 25 ntiles from
MIT; IBM is based in New York Stateworked better for the former. As IBM's
project manager at Athena from 1983 until.1985, Richard Parmelee, PhD '66, was
responsible for staffing. '1 had a very hard
time getting people:' he says, noting that
"we don't have a Maynard nearby''-.

--

had for those working at Athena. Because
of this, working at Athena for an engineer
"was nearly the same as going on an
educational leave:'
James D. Bruce, MIT's vice-president for
information systems, sees "different corporate cultures" at the root of the variations in Athena's interactions with IBM
and DEC.
"Ken Olson ['50J learned very early that

ideas out of the university were very valuable in the marketplace," Bruce says. He

notes that Digital showed its commitment
to MIT early in its history, when it gave one

I
off

company's on-campus Project

we

Athena team because it meant
relocating to the Boston area
for a year.

for
fro

(networked) systems:' IBM expects that its
PS/2 personal computers, which run
either MSDOS or the IBM Unix operating
systems, will fill that niche very well,
Crothers says. As for the rrr, Crothers says
that machine seems destined to be used
as a high-performance network file server.
."

NeatlYall of the $20 million that MIT
originally raised for Athena currieulum-development projects has
been spent. And while DEC and IBM
agreed to continue their support of the
project for three years beyond the original

pit
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TPfe>Tflonce> to nRC's f'PSPATl"h cpnwl' in Ma~

of thp first PDP.1 computers tn the Tn-

19RR deadlinE!', they are not funding

CUTw

''C

sachuselts.
'''The list of people to draw from is very
limited. Relocation is hard .... We hired
new people, but in the new~hire market,
there Is an awful lot of competition for
good Unix people. We tried to get support
out of research, but mostly people who are
in YorktoWn [IBM's research center in NeYtl
YorkJ don't want to come here for a year:'
Parmelee maintains that his search for
qualified engineers was further compounded by MlTD :inGio~ncc that the com
pany would not own the fruits of the IBM
group's Athena work. Inside IBM, he says,
patents and deveI<,>pments contn'bute to an

stitote.
uIBM is far mO(e market driven/' Bruce
says, "and therefore a different cultore. It
had greater difficulty adapting th.1 culture
to Athena, and I think it shows. It shows
in the way the staff interacted with the
project, and the difficulty of getting an
IBM workstation. [1I.lso influenced] the
rate at which technology developed at
Athena flowed back to the corporation:'
Nevertheless, says Carol Crothers, IBM's

riculum development.
'1t took longer to develop the educational software then was expected;' says !lEe's
Champine. '''The [I:0licymakers for Atheno) made 0 big pus to develop educational software before the system was ready;
now the system is in really good shape, but
the money is .sone."
To solve that problem, Athena is once
again looking for outside funds. "What we
are trying to do, and it is a continual
chollcnsc; in ilDDiot foculty members in
locating [their own) curriculum develop-

d,
dl
ca

ment funds:' says Earll Murman, Athena's'
present director. "Honestly, 1don't think

I.t

engineers prestige and cnreer advance-

ment. But no such advancement was to be
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milnilSCr of tcchnicol computing develop

men! projects, which oversees projecjs at
several universities, "We learned a great
deal from the experience at MIT. One of
the things we lcruncd is that there is a
growing need for Unix-based distributed

we have found that mnny sources oJ fund-

ing yet:'

'
PHaro: IBM
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Digital Eq!lipment~rp.;s ,
Offices in Maynard,'MJl$s;" ..';
wtrt the setting for ItUlssiveef-

forts /0 incorpomte lessons -"
from Project Athe1l4 intD their
products.

But there are a few shining examples of

look at buildings with similar features

"S-

ing a video disc. That software was writ-

sgnior thesis that most students must

is the Athena Language Learning Project,
which secured a $1,415,000 grant from the
Annenberg/CPB (Corporation for Public

ten for the IBM PC, so that it can be used
by schools of architecture across the
country.

write. "The outside world doesn't
ruminate on why MIT people are so good:'
Athena Is Not the Only Show lnAeo.deme

Broadcasting) Project to help fund three

,
,

........

t;

iI

of the Institute, but so does UROP and the

private funds at work. One such program

large-scale systems for teaching foreign
languages on workstations. (See Athena
l'IIrt II, January 1989, page MIT 13.)
"Our project i.s cspcdlllly interested in
making education accessible to people
who can't get to campus on a regular basis;' explains Stephen Ehrmann, '71, the
Annenberg officer supervising the project.
"So a teaching method that allows students to work more on their own, both
directly with the materials and using the
Lapd.~ity

hat of the MIT undergraduatesthe people for whom Athena is
intended? On the job market,

From its inception, Athena was intended
to be a contribution the general universi-

says Robert K. WCQthcrllll, director of the

ty education. It was not to be just a local

MIT Office of Career Services, Athena's
primary benefit has been to those who
have worked for Athena as programmers

phenomenon. That makes computer use
on other campuses of more than passing
interest to anyone involved with Athena.
MIT is the only American unive115ity that
is trying to "do it all" in undergraduate
computing: massive deployment of highend, networked machines; system de-

W

and consultants-not for the students who

have simply used the computers in their
classes,
Prospective employers who know of

comn1.U~

Alhena, Wea.therall SIlYS, know only oi ilb

velupment; awl Cl~i:ltiUll uf {''Uunfe~spedfic

nications device, is quite promising:'
The Annenberg contract wasn't
designed to help Project Athena fund cur-

technical accomplishments. Companies
who come recruiting at MIT-particularly
those who already own equipment from

software. But several schools have undertaken collaborations with industry that focus on one or two of those areas, and
many colleges and universities of all sizes
have launched programs to give their students and teaching faculty access to personal computers.
IBM, for example, funded major workstation projects at two other universities
at about the same time that it funded
Project Athena, One, the Information
Technology Center (J1e) at carnegIe Mellon University, set to the task of creating
a network file system that would serve

ot the wOl·blation as

oCt

vcnr.1ur~'wuulu

riculum uevclvplllent pt:r 5el Ehrmann

more thO:t1l out:

notes. It was designed to fund a particular system for computer-assisted instruction, to be developed by a group of people
at MIT who just happened to be using
Athena.
Funds from the International Masonry
Institute supported development by the
MIT Department of Architecture of a system that allows students to draw buildings, calculate the construction costs, and

find" students who know how to build
large-scale, networked computer systems
using equipment from different manufac-

PHOTO: DlGlTAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

luve tu

turers, Weatherall observes.
Athena's intention to improve undergraduate education at MIT is unknown. ''1

haven't heard anybody talk about that;'
Weatherall says.- The outside world perceives MIT students as superior: Athena
contributes to the intellectual atmosphere
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•
At'I<fl is the watson
Center for Information 1I!;:hnology at Brown University,
where a project to put a woricstation on the desk of every
faculty member set the stage
instead for a successful persOrull computer ndwork .

•

out in 1981 to build a file system that could
support, W,OOO machines, says Spector.
What Uley created Is a ilIe system that
shows promise ofbe<:omlng the standard
for networked workstations; . .'
,
. machines:'~ 'fl' (1·~'~.,V\_:~'i.:· "'~1'.(\'~';! lJ', ~ ,
lbday, the Andrew File System (AFS) is
u.eu:throughout' CMU~any AFS·
" But mM's arrangements',vith rre and
progranuned computer that is on the net- ,
•IRIS were unliJ<;e those the'eompany had
work can'access files on any other. AFS
-With Athena.' !'IRIS and rre were joint
presently supports SUN, VAX, and mM
studies:' explains Rlchard Parmelee.
"There was a quid pro quo:' which gave atc:o avoided the expensive and time- machines.
"Our file servers are in use more widemM eJcdusJve rights to software developed consuming headaches of hardware deby those projects. Indeed, IBM now sells velopment and debugging. And by ly than at MIT:' says Spector, noting that
both the file system and the programmer's demanding that neither IBM nor DEC as- the file servers operated by the CMU Psy;
sert intcllectuol property rights to pr0- chology ana Statistics ~ntscan be
tool kit,that CMU developed. (IBM
, required CMU to change the name of the grams developed at MIT, Athena ensured accessed as easily as files on machines in
. -file system from "VIc<f to Andrew Flle Sys- that its software could be distributed in- the Computer Science Department. AI
. item,.AFS/'beause some mMmarketing expensively. The policies al least made it MIT, in contrast, rue servers at the Labma- .
:'peoplethOUghtthatAFSwa.obetm:',o"Y!l. possible that educational, software written: tory for Computer SCience; the Artifidal
'. ~ :'Alfred Specto~ dJrectorof therre.),·,,·,.! under Athena sponsot:Ship could be adopt- Intelligence Laboratory, and the Media
,'j;'MItwou1dn't agree to a joint study,Par- ed at other institutions-as textbooks writ-' Lab cannot be accessed easily fromAth&.
:, . • ",meleeSaYSil'MIT takes'very steri\.ly its in- ten at MIT have been for ·generationsr.' . na 'WOrkstations.i~ ~',!:~'i\;-:·n'" ,'..t;, '''r~, ~
',~r' ..,;,} 1:0; 1'.'_"
M~ AFS was designed to be ana'iteUectualindependeno""ltignot goinsto t,'t)f" ",t'--,.,,,}
-,beComea'development organ for mM or Intentions of Grandeur .
tionwide file system, Spector says. Every
DEC.~
1,'.-""
-\
file in every Andrew file server the coun, MIT exerted its independence in other Whereas Project Athena' has directed Its try has a unique namp that can bo ",ached
:W8Y!\" AI Brown, m,. """",pIo. stc.el screens ene'llie. toward many small efforts that from any. other Andrew file server that is
. orI the windows and high-security locks . added up to a'single useful syslem,.uyJ' connected to the Internet. AFS waS also
, . .on doors provided,the security" that mM Spector, CMU "einbarked on a more gran- deSigned, to.-overcome,many'oi' the,
problems that h""" plagued Project Jl.tho~d.before:it-.delivered' an.younan, diose effort at the beJtinnlng:' :•... :...,'L
. With the promiSe of$4 million per year no, such as poor service to remote work
",~d pr<>ducts";But MIrwt>uld notaccept delivery of any product.it could not. from mM for at least seven years, rre set stationsconnectedbyslownetwork1inks.
campus workstations. The other, the
Scholars' WOrkstation Project at Brown
University's Institute for Resew on information for Scholarship (lRIS), investigated ways to involvefacultyin using the .

display· in the open, Parmelee says, so
Athena did not receive the pre-release versions of the RT. Simil.Tly, Athona h~d no
pre-release equipment from DEC, says
Ron Orcutt, Athena's e:><ealtive director.
Atheruis tough stand on off-the-shelf
hardware andnonproprietory ooftwoxc
was lI:'keyfirigredient In the 'projeCt
philosophy, says Steven. Lerman. By
avoiding experimental hardware, Athena

"""n

.
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!y'. tightly focilsedproJect •

with IBM .created the Andrew
File System, which can support any mtlChine on the Inlernet network.
,':.':

.

Students at CMU dodt even need high-

,<.\

performance workstations to use AFS:
"People on PCs can get access to the An·
drew File System using'something called
PC server/' S~ctor says. There are provisions for people on PCS and Macintosh
computers to send and receive electronic
mail, and Spector expects that Macs will

at
d
is

have access to.AFS in the very near future.

Every student at CMU automatically
gets an account on Andrew with one
megabyte of storage (compared with 600
kilobytes on Project Athena). And students who need more storage simply request it, says Robert Cosgrove, director of
computing systems at CMU.
I'IC, however, limited its efforts to sys-
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Meanwhi1~,

in Providence

Brown Universily's Institute for Research
on Information for Scholarship (IRIS) occupies a tum-o£-the-<:entury corwerted

house in Providence, Rhode Island. IRIS
was started as a self-supporting research
institute-!'somethingnElW at Brown," says
its director, Bill Shipp-4o help bring computers into the educational process at •
primarily liberal arts institution.
IRIS was the vehicle for the "The Scholars' Workstation/' part of a $20~million
project designed to put mM workstations
on the desks of all faculty members and
encourage them to use the machines in
"What we were trying to do was begin
to articulate the type of computing
environment-personal computing en-

hil~

been developed by other groups at

ViU)IUneut and campus envirOlwu:nt-

CMU, says Spector, "there hasn't been a
campus-wide effort on the scale of
MIT's-not even close:'

that we thought the faculty at Brown
should have," says Shipp.
IRIS concentrated on the faculty. in the
hope that teachers who used the com~
puters themselves would introduce their
students to the machines via mandatory
assignments. But IRIS had problems.
'We were waiting for an RT that had a
sufficient number of applications to meet
people's demands:' says Shipp. 'The RT
in the shape and form and with the soft-

Despite the diffe:rent:t!s, both Athena

PHaro: KEN ANDREYO
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"

[when IBM deli-

veredit] ... only met a very small Iraction
of the faculty's needs. There were no applications:'
Frustrating as it was lor the Brown com
, munity to work with those computers, lessons' learned from the Scholars'
Workstation Project enabled the university
to set up the network it hAS today, Shipp • '
says, with campus-wide file and print
servers. But the machines on the network
are Macintoshes, mM PSIZs,' SUNs, and
MicrcNAXe •. ''\Uu walk through a lab at
Brown that has RIs and most of [the
machines] are sitting in the comer:' Shipp
reports.

their re:;ean:h.

tem development and did not try to develop course-specific software to use on
the network. Even though some software

and ITC may be growing toward a similar
system, each project taking the best parts
of the other's work. Recently, ITC modified AFS to use Project Athenas Kerberos
authentication system. And AFS is being
considered as a possible replacement for
Athena's current file systems.

ware that was

he outcome of all this experiinentation, IBM's Carol Crothers believes,
may be a "coming together" of lowenu personal computers and high-end
workstations into moderately priced
machines with some high performance
and network abilities.
"I think there is going to continue to be
a need for very low-cost desktop computing, just to do word processing and generate reports," she says. And as far as the
high performance machines go, she thinks
that "you will see the leadership campuses
like MIT and CMU continuing to push the
frontiers." 0

T
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